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Abstract

Integration of propulsion and flight control systems

and their optimization offers significant performance

improvements. The NASA Ames Research Center,

Dryden Flight Research Facility has, over the years,

conducted research programs which have developed

new propulsion and flight control integration concepts,

implemented designs on high-performance airplanes,

demonstrated these designs in flight, and measured

the performance improvements. These programs, first

on the YF-12 airplane, and later on the F-15, have

demonstrated increased thrust, reduced fuel consump-

tion, increased engine life, and improved airplane per-

formance; with improvements in the 5- to 10-percent

range achieved with integration and with no changes to

hardware. The design, software and hardware devel-

opments, and testing requirements have been shown to

be practical. This technology has been transferred to

the user community through reports, symposia, and in-

dustry cooperative programs, and is appearing on op-

erational and advanced airplanes. The flight evalua-

tion and demonstration have been shown to be key in

maturing the technology and hastening its transition

into production.
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ADECS
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adaptive engine control system

jet primary nozzle area, ft2
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normal acceleration, 9

control augmentation system

component deviation parameters

convergent exhaust nozzle control

compressor inlet variable vane, deg

digital electronic engine control

digital electronic flight con-

trol system

extended engine life

engine model derivative

engine pressure ratio, P7"6/PT2

net propulsive force, lb

fan turbine inlet temperature, °F

pressure altitude, ft

highly integrated digital elec-
tronic control

Mach number

fan rotor speed, rpm

core rotor speed, rpm

burner pressure, lb/in 2

power lever angle, deg

fan inlet static pressure, lb/in 2

performance seeking control

fan inlet total pressure, lb/in 2

turbine discharge total pres-
sure, lb/in 2

rear compressor variable vane, deg



TT2

WA

WF

WFAB

WFGG

Ot

A

fan inlet total temperature, OF

airflow, lb/sec

fuel flow, lb/hr

augmentor fuel flow, lb/hr

gas generator fuel flow, lb/hr

angle of attack, deg

angle of sideslip, deg

change in parameter

Introduction

Integration of propulsion control systems and

propulsion-flight control systems has been shown to

produce significant improvements in airplane perfor-

mance parameters such as thrust, range, and rate of

climb. When systems are not integrated, each must

be able to operate in a worst-case combination with

the other systems, thus requiting large operating mar-

gins. Integration allows these margins to be reduced

at times when the full margins are not required, re-

suiting in improvements such as higher thrust, lower

fuel flow, or greater maneuverability and range. Inte-

gration control laws may be developed in an off-line

process, and stored in an onboard computer for im-

plementation. System performance could be further

improved if a real-time optimization could be used in

place of the a priori or preprogrammed optimizatiott

This latter approach is much more challenging to de-

velop and implement, but, because it can be designed

to adapt to flight conditions, it may be able to achieve

higher levels of performance.

In the mid-1970's, propulsion system digital control

and control integration were developed and demon-

strated in the integrated propulsion control system

(IPCS) program, a joint USAF]NASA program flown

on an F- 111 airplane.! The flight demonstration clearly

showed the benefits of digital control and control inte-

gration. In the late 1970's, a digital cooperative con-

trol system was flown on the NASA YF-12C airplane.

This system integrated the inlet control, autothrotde,

airdata and navigation functions, and resulted in dra-

matic improvements in flightpath control and range,

even though the integration was not optimized. 2 This

technology was used when the concept was imple-

mented on the SR-71 fleet. Digital control of the

F100 engine was flight demonstrated on the NASA

F-15 airplane in the digital electronic engine control

(DEEC) program.3 The decision to use DEEC tech-

nology for the F100 engines was made shortly after

the NASA flight evaluation.

Based on the promising results of the previously

mentioned programs, the NASA Ames Research Cen-

ter, Dryden Hight Research Facility (Ames-Dryden)

has established a research program for control integra-

tion. The F-15 airplane was equipped with DEEC, a

digital flight control system, digital inlet controls, and

computers and interfaces to provide a flight research

facility with excellent capabilities, called highly in-

tegrated digital electronic control (HIDEC). Integra-

tion between the engine control and flight control sys-

tems was implemented 4 followed by the addition of in-

let control integration. 5 The YF-12 cooperative con-

trol system, DEEC, and HIDEC used preprogrammed

schedules optimized for a nominal or known engine

state. In the next phase of the HIDEC program, a

performance seeking control (PSC) system that pro-

vides for onboard optimization will be implemented

and flown. Another future use of propulsion and flight

control integration may be propulsion-enhanced flight

controls for emergency landings with major flight con-

trol failures, such as total hydraulic system failure.

This paper will provide an overview of propulsion-

flight control integration, and demonstrate the impor-

lance of flight research in moving the technology from

the laboratory to production. The importance of flight

in the transition of technology for the YF-12 cooper-

ative control and DEEC programs will be given. The

NASA F-15 HIDEC program will be described, along

with the plans and performance predictions for the

PSC program.

Integrated Propulsion-

Flight Control Research

Digital flight control, digital propulsion control,

and integrated flight-propulsion control research,

conducted on the YF-12 and F-15 airplanes at

NASA Ames-Dryden will be described in the follow-

ing sections.

YF-12 Flight Research

As mentioned previously, NASA has conducted a

research program on flight control systems and propul-

sion system-flight control interactions on the YF-12

airplane. High speed supersonic cruise at Mach num-

bers greater than 2.5 and altitudes above 70,000 ft

have highlighted many new airframe-propulsion sys-

tem interdisciplinary problems which impact efficient

aircraft operation. High speed cruise flight led to the



requirementanddevelopment of variable geometry

mixed compression inlets with control loops consist-

ing of airframe and propulsion system feedback vari-

ables. This led to pronounced effects on the stability

and control of the aircraft. In addition, atmospheric

characteristics at high altitude and high-speed cruise

conditions introduced problems not normally encoun-

tered with lower speed-altitude cruise flight. The pri-

mary difference is the significantly faster rate at which

a supersonic cruise aircraft traverses atmospheric ef-

fects such as temperature, pressure, and wind changes.

High-temperature and supersonic flow, and rarefied at-

mospheric conditions also contribute to measurement

problems both in terms of absolute value and resolu-

tion. These aerodynamic and atmospheric characteris-

tics can affect aircraft flightpath control significantly.

The NASA YF-12 flight research program ad-

dressed many of the previously mentioned issues con-

ceming supersonic cruise at flight to Mach 3.0 and

80,000 ft, during a sequence of research programs: (1)

flight measurement of airframe-propulsion system in-

teractions, (2) development and flight test of flight-

path control modes including the addition of an auto-

throttle, (3) the design of a cooperative aircraft-

propulsion control system, and (4) installation of a

digital control system incorporating inlet, autopilot,

autothrottle, airdata, and navigation functions.

Airplane Description

The YF-12 airplane (Fig. I) is a twin-engine, delta

winged airplane designed for long range cruise at

Mach numbers greater than 3.0 and altitudes above

80,000 ft. Two nacelle-mounted, all movable verti-

cal tails provide directional stability and control. Two
elevons on each wing, one inboard and one outboard

of each nacelle, perform the combined function of ele-

vators and ailerons. The airplane is normally operated

with the stability augmentation system engaged to pro-

vide artificial stability in pitch and yaw and damping

in pitch, yaw, and roll.

The airplane has two axisymmetric, variable-

geometry, mixed compression inlets, which supply air

to two J58 engines. Each inlet has a translating spike

and forward bypass doors. An automatic inlet control

system varies the spike and bypass door positions. The

spike position is scheduled with flight conditions to set

the throat Mach number. The bypass doors are con-

trolled by a closed-loop system as a function of flight

conditions and duct pressure to position the terminal

shock wave in the optimum position subject to inlet

stability constraints.

Airframe-Propulsion System Interactions

Automatic inlet operation affects both the longi-

tudinal and lateral-directional characteristics of the

airplane. In the longitudinal mode, the thrust-

drag changes associated with the automatic inlet

operation significantly degrade long period-phugoid
characteristics. 6 This in turn can adversely affect the

flightpath control task. Adding atmospheric variations

such as a temperature change further complicates the

problem by inducing effective thrust changes. With

the very long response times involved, pilot induced

oscillations are a potential problem.

Lateral-directional interactions of the airframe with

the propulsion system are very pronounced on the

YF-12 airplane at high-speed cruise flight conditions.

Aircraft response tests were made using a rudder pulse

with the stability augmentation system off for both in-

lets fixed and inlets automatic operation. With the

inlets fixed, the dutch roll damping of the aircraft is

stable; however, engaging the automatic inlet control

mode makes the system unstable. Flight data was an-

alyzed to determine the forces and moments induced

by the inlet geometry. Results indicate that the inlet

geometry has the same order of effectiveness as the

ailerons and rudders. 7 Analyses have been performed

illustrating how inlet geometry can be used to augment

lateral-directional airplane stability, thus an integrated

approach to airframe-propulsion system control in the

area of stability augmentation can lead to a reduction
in control surface size.

Altitude Control

Precise flightpath control is required for both sat-

isfactory ride qualities and maximum airplane perfor-
mance. Accurate control of altitude and Mach num-

ber becomes increasingly difficult at high-speed, high-

altitude conditions caused by decreased aircraft stabil-

ity, low static pressures, and atmospheric disturbances.

The original autopilot did not have an altitude hold

mode capable of operation at Mach 3.0 flight condi-
tions. Pilot control of the altitude ranged from hun-

dreds to thousands of feet depending on atmospheric

flight conditions. Therefore, an early objective of the

YF-12 research program was to develop an autopilot

mode capable of accurate altitude control at altitudes

above 70,000 ft.



A keyelementin thedevelopmentof thealtitude
holdcontrolmodewasto obtainaltitudeinformation
from anairdatasource.Thispresentedthreeissues:
(1) low transducerresolutioncausedby the high-
altitudeflightconditions(12-ftresolutionat77,000-ft
altitude), (2) measurementlag of approximately
1.5sec at this altitude condition, and (3) sensitiv-

ity of noseboom static pressure measurements to an-

gle of attack (angle-of-attack changes appear as alti-

tude changes).

A high-fidelity simulation was developed to repre-

sent the many nonlinear aspects of the overall alti-

tude control problem. Detailed models of all the ele-

ments affecting altitude control were contained within
this simulation. The simulation included the three de-

grees of freedom, inlet geometry effects on aircraft

motion, inlet operating effects up to the unstart bound-

ary, the characteristics of the afterbuming mode of the

engines, and the variation of density with altitude. This

simulation was found to be an absolute requirement
to design an acceptable altitude hold system for the

actual airplane.

Typical flight-test data s with the altitude hold mode

engaged showed that altitude was held constant to

within 25 ft for the 4-min duration; remarkable consid-

ering the resolution of the altitude measurement. The

altitude hold mode worked well even when decelerat-

ing, in one case slowing by 0.4 Mach.

Speed-Mach Control

The YF-12 airplane had a Mach hold control mode

which worked through pitch control; if the aircraft

slowed down, a pitch down command resulted and

vice versa. As such, the mode was very sensitive to

small atmospheric disturbances; while Mach number

may have been held reasonably closely, it was at the

expense of significant pitch maneuvering resulting in
a rough ride in terms of normal acceleration. Since

many cruise applications require simultaneous altitude

and Mach control, a speed control effector in addi-

tion to pitch control was required. As such, NASA

supported the development and flight test of an auto-
throttle controller in conjunction with a new Mach hold

mode which worked through the autothrottle. This

new autothrottle-Mach hold capability was designed

to work simultaneously with the previously discussed

altitude hold mode. A diagram of the system after im-

provements were incorporated is presented in Fig. 2.
As with the altitude control, atmospheric characteris-
tics and airdata measurements are critical factors in

accurate Mach control. The same high-fidelity sim-

ulation developed for the altitude hold development

task was also required for the autothrotfle-Mach hold

development task.

A flight-test example of the autothrotfle controlling
Mach number along with the altitude hold mode en-

gaged is presented in Fig. 3 at a flight condition of

Mach 3.0 and 72,500-ft altitude. The atmospheric con-
ditions were considered to be smooth and the com-

bined systems capabilities were evaluated a number

of ways in this example. The autothrottle was en-

gaged in Mach hold while the airplane was stabilized

in a 36°-bank tum. Shortly after engagement, the pi-

lot rolled the airplane to wings level. Approximately

2 min into autothrottle operation, the pilot commanded

a 0.023 Mach reduction; the relatively slow response

was caused by the throttles being in the minimum af-

terbuming position. During the stabilized portion of

the run, speed was held to approximately 0.01 Mach of

the desired value. Altitude hold was on throughout the

autothrottle operation. The ride qualities of the com-

bined system, as indicated by the normal acceleration,

were very good. 9

The combination of altitude hold and autothrottle

Mach hold provided the most stable aircraft platform

yet demonstrated at high altitude, Mach 3.0 flight con-

ditions. This research activity demonstrates the tech-

nology is in hand for application to any similar stable

platform or commercial requirement.

Integrated Controller Design

A wide range of potential benefits may be real-

ized by development of an integrated-cooperative con-
trol system for supersonic cruise vehicles. The ben-

efits range from improved inlet stability, reduced en-

gine temperatures, propulsion system drag and trim
drag reduction, weight reduction, and control surface
size reduction.

Studies were initiated by NASA to develop inte-

grated control concepts and thereby validate some

of the benefits discussed. One NASA-supported de-

sign study had the objective of developing an inte-

grated lateral-directional augmentation system using

inlet controls. This study was based on the previously

discussed airframe-propulsion system interactions and
force and moment measurements.

Results of the study indicated that incorporation of

inlet control geometry in lateral-directional stability

augmentation was effective in increasing dutch roll



damping.Thisincreaseindutchrolldampingwasac-
complishedwhilestill maintaininginletunstartprotec-
tionevenin moderateto heavyturbulence.(An un-
startis anaerodynamicphenomenain whichtheter-
minalnormalshockwavemovessuddenlyfromthe
inlet throatto thecowllip.) Thestudyalsoshowed
thatusingthepropulsionsystemtoaugmenttheflight
controlswouldresultin reducingthetakeoffgross
weightof asupersoniccruiseaircraftdesignbyupto
7 percent.

Flight Demonstration of a Cooperative

Control System

Several of the separate analog-mechanical control

systems of the NASA YF-12 research airplane were

replaced by a cooperative digital control system. 1° All

of the functions shown in Fig. 2 (inlet control, auto-

pilot, autothrottle, airdata and, in addition, the naviga-

tion functions), were performed in a single computer.

The central digital computer control provided more

accurate computations and faster response. The im-

proved altitude and Mach hold autopilot logic was in-

corporated. Airdata computations were improved, and

lag compensation was applied. In addition, more pre-

cise inlet control was obtained with the digital system,

and inlet stability margins were reduced. 2 The over-

all result of the flight research was that range was in-

creased by 5 percent. Altitude control capability was

improved by an order of magnitude as compared to
manual control.

Implementation on the SR-71 Fleet

Based on the success of the digital flight-propulsion

control system on the YF-12 airplane, the SR-71 fleet

incorporated the cooperative control system concepts

as part of a major avionics upgrade. 11 In fleet use,

this system realized range improvements of 7 per-
cent, and eliminated the occurrence of inlet unstarts.

Thus, the flight demonstration served to speed the

transition of the technology developed in the YF-12

flight-propulsion control research to the operational
SR-71 fleet.

F-15 Flight Research

Based on the significant performance improvements

found from control integration on the YF-12 pro-

gram, and the desire to work the control integration is-

sues on a highly maneuverable fighter-class airplane,

a research program was developed using the NASA

F-15 airplane.

Airplane Description

The NASA F-15 airplane, Fig. 4, is a high-

performance, air-superiority fighter aircraft with ex-
cellent transonic maneuverability and a maximum

Mach capability of 2.5. It is powered by two after-

buming turbofan engines. The F-15 airplane provides

a complementary testbed airplane to the supersonic

cruise YF-12 airplane.

Flight Control System

The F-15 airplane is normally equipped with a me-

chanical flight control system and an analog control

augmentation system (CAS). For the HIDEC and PSC

tests, the analog CAS was replaced with a digital elec-

tronic flight control system (DEFCS). This system du-

plicated the analog CAS functions and also had excess

capacity which was used for integrated propulsion-

flight control. The DEFCS is a dual-channel fail-off

system, programmed in Pascal. It has a Mil-Std1553A
data bus interface to facilitate interfacing to other air-

craft systems. 12

Engine and Digital Electronic Engine Control

The F100 engine, Fig. 5, is a low-bypass ratio, twin-

spool, afterbuming turbofan engine. The three-stage
fan is driven by a two-stage, low-pressure turbine.

The 10-stage, high-pressure compressor is driven by a

two-stage turbine. The engine incorporates compres-

sor inlet variable vanes (CIVV) and rear compressor

variable vanes (RCVV) to achieve high performance

over a wide range of power settings; a compressor

bleed is used only for starting. Continuously variable

thrust augmentation is provided by a mixed flow after-

burner and a variable area convergent-divergent noz-

zle. For the DEEC program, the F100-PW-100 engine

was used. This engine is the production engine for

F-15 and F-16 airplanes.

For the HIDEC and PSC programs, a derivative of

the F100 engine, the F100 EMD (company designa-
tion PWl128) was used. The F100 EMD incorporates

a redesigned higher airflow and pressure ratio fan, im-

proved materials in the high-temperature section, and

a redesigned 16-segrnent augmentor.

The DEEC system is a full-authority system for the

F100 engine which controls the major controlled vari-

ables on the engine, and replaces the standard F100

engine control system. The DEEC is engine-mounted
and fuel-cooled, and consists of a single-channel digi-

tal controller with selective input-output redundancy,

and a simple hydromechanical secondary control.

5



Thefunctionsof theDEECsystemareshownin
Fig.6. TheDEECsystemreceivesinputsfromtheair-
framethroughthepowerleverangle(PLA)andMach
number(M). Engineinputsarereceivedfrompres-
suresensors;fan inletstaticpressure(PS2), bumer
pressure(PB),andturbinedischargetotal pressure
(PT6); temperaturesensors,fan inlettotal tempera-
ture(7"T2),andfanturbineinlettemperature(FTIT),
rotor speedsensorsfor thefan (N1) andcompres-
sor(N2). It alsoreceivesfeedbacksfromthecon-
trolledvariablesthroughpositionfeedbacktransduc-
ersindicatingvariablevane(CIVVandRCVV)posi-
tions,meteringvalvepositionsfor gas-generatorfuel
flow(WFGG), augmentorfuelflow(WFAB), aug-
mentorsegment-sequencevalveposition,andexhaust
nozzleposition(AJ). The input information is pro-

cessed by the DEEC computer to schedule the vari-

able vanes (CIVV and RCVV), position the compres-

sor start bleeds, control WFGG and WFAB, posi-

tion the augrnentor segment-sequence valve, and con-

trol the AJ area. This logic provides linear thrust

with PLA, rapid and stable throttle response, pro-

tection from fan and compressor stalls, and keeps

the engine within its operating limits over the full

flight envelope.

The DEEC logic provides open-loop scheduling of

the CIVV, RCVV, start bleed position, and augmentor

controls. The DEEC incorporates closed-loop control

of airflow (WA), implemented through N 1, and en-

gine pressure ratio (EPR). The closed-loop logic elim-

inates the need for periodic trimming and improves

thrust and transient response. The two main control

loops are shown in Fig. 7. The upper part of the fig-

ure shows the airflow logic, in which WFGG is con-

trolled to maintain the scheduled fan speed, and hence,

airflow. Proportional plus integral control is used to

match the N1 request to the sensed N1. Limits of
N2, FFIT, and PB are maintained. Shown in the lower

part of Fig. 7 is the EPR loop. The requested EPR is
compared with the measured EPR, based on fan in-

let total pressure (P7"2) and PT6, and, using propor-

tional plus integral control, the nozzle is modulated to

achieve the requested EPR. The EPR control loop is

only active for intermediate power operation and aug-

mentation." At lower power settings, a scheduled noz-

zle area is used, and fan speed is scheduled by PLA.

Digital Electronic Engine Control Flight Tests
and Results

Flight testing of the DEEC began in 1981 in the

NASA F-15 airplane, and continued into 1983 in

four separate phases. During the flight evaluation,

several problems were found. 3 The most significant

problem was a nozzle instability that occurred during

afterbuming conditions at high altitude. This insta-

bility caused stalls and blowouts, and was not pre-

dicted by simulations or altitude facility tests. 13 This

instability was thoroughly investigated, and eventu-

ally eliminated with control system changes. By the

end of the NASA tests, significant improvements had

been demonstrated, with stall-free operation over the

entire F-15 flight envelope, faster throttle response,
improved airstart capability, and an increase of over

10,000 ft in afterburner operation, with no pilot restric-

tions on throttle usage. Figure 8 shows the DEEC idle-

to-maximum power throttle transient results; all were

successful, whereas, without the DEEC, the F100-

PW-100 would experience stalls and blowouts above

the indicated boundary.

The successful completion of the NASA DEEC test

program allowed the USAF to put the DEEC into full-

scale development and production. At the same time,

an evaluation was initiated for the F-16 airplane, which

was equally successful. Digital electronic engine con-

trol equipped engines have been flown in operational

F-15 and F-16 airplanes and have demonstrated large

improvements in performance, maintainability, and re-

liability. Thus, it is clear that the NASA-USAF flight

evaluation in the NASA F-15 was key in the transition

of the DEEC technology quickly into operational use.

Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
Modes and Results

With the successful development of the DEEC and

installation of the DEFCS on the NASA F-15 air-

plane, it was practical to integrate the engine and

flight control systems. The HIDEC program integrated

these systems and developed control modes to make

use of the integrated system capability; these con-

trol modes and the flight results are discussed in the

following sections.

Adaptive Engine Control System

As part of the HIDEC program, an adaptive engine

control system (ADECS) mode was incorporated on

the F-15 airplane. In ADECS, (Fig. 9) airframe and

engine information is used to allow the engine to op-
erate at higher performance levels at times when the

inlet distortion is low and the full engine stall margin
is not required. The ADECS mode increased thrust

levels as shown in the fan map by increasing EPR

at constant airflow (EPR uptrim). Fuel flow reduc-



tionscouldalsobeobtainedby reducingthethrottle
settingto holdthrustconstantasEPRwasincreased.
In essence,ADECStradedunneededstall margin
forthrust.

In a recentflight evaluation,the ADECSmode
wasevaluatedon the F100EMD engineson the
F-15airplane.Significantperformanceimprovements
weredemonstrated.Thrustimprovementsandcon-
stantthrustfuelflow reductionsweredetermined,and
comparedto predictions.Theabilityof theADECS
to adaptto rapidaircraftmaneuversandthrottletran-
sientswasalsodemonstrated.Intentionalstallswere
alsoconductedto validatethestabilityauditproce-
duresusedto developtheADECSlogic. Typicalre-
suitsareshowninFigs.10(a)and10(b),foranaltitude
of 30,000ft. InFig. 10(a),thecalculatedintermediate
powerthrustfromtheflightdatamatchesthepredicted
thrust,with increasesof 8to 10percent.In Fig.10(b),
thefuel flow reductionsobtainedatmaximumthrust
levelswith thePLA reducedto holdconstantthrust
areshown;flightdatamatchespredictionswell,with
decreasesof 7 to 17percent.Theseengineperfor-
manceimprovementsresultedinairplaneperformance
improvements(rateof climb,specificexcesspower)of
10to25percent.4

ExtendedEngineLife Mode

Theextendedenginelife (EEL)modeincreasesen-
gine life by reducingturbinetemperature.This re-
ductionis accomplishedbyincreasingEPRwhilede-
creasingengineairflowalongalineof constantthrust,
whichreducesfuel flowandtemperature.

ThelogiccalculatesapercentEPRuptrimcommand
andanairflowdowntrimusingthefollowinginputs:
PT2 and TT2, aircraft Mach number, angle of attack

(ol), and angle of sideslip (19). The commands are cal-

culated in the DEFCS and sent to the engine's DEEC

to produce the constant thrust EEL mode.

The EEL mode operates as shown in the block dia-

gram of Fig. 11. The fan map shows that thrust lines

are less steep than temperature lines, so by increasing

EPR and reducing airflow, thrust can be held constant

at reduced temperature. This operation nearer the fan

stall line is modulated in real time on the F- 15 airplane,

and is only possible with an integrated system. The

larger benefits occur at subsonic conditions, where the

engine is not operating on the temperature limit.

The test approach used to evaluate the EEL mode

was to perform two test points back-to-back, first to
collect the baseline data and then the EEL data. Test

data were acquired at Mach numbers up to 0.9, and

altitudes up to 40,000 ft.

The EEL mode successfully lowered the engine op-

erating temperature while holding thrust constant to

within 1 percent. Temperature reductions, shown in

Fig. 12, ranged from 15 to 90°F. These temperature

reductions were used to predict a 10- to 12-percent ex-

tension of engine life by the engine manufacturer.

The HIDEC technology is being incorporated in the

FI00-PW-229 increased performance engine and in

other advanced engines. It is believed that the flight
demonstration and evaluation were key in the rapid

transfer of HIDEC technology into operational use.

Performance Seeking Control

Performance Seeking Control Compared to

Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Per-

formance seeking control (PSC) is a program which

will feature an onboard real-time adaptive optimiza-

tion of engine, inlet, and airplane parameters. Perfor-

mance seeking control and HIDEC are compared in

Fig. 13. As shown, the previously discussed HIDEC

ADECS mode was developed off-line from extensive

mathematical models of the engine and airplane. The

integration schedules of optimum EPR were stored on-

board in tabular form as a function of the flight and

engine variables. As such, the EPR uptrim schedules

were only optimum for the average engine operating

with nominal bleed on a standard day.

Performance seeking control, on the other hand,

uses many parameters in optimizing the cost function

in real time onboard the airplane. It also uses a Kalman

filter to identify key engine parameters, which are then

used to update the engine model. In this way, the en-

gine model can adapt to the actual engine and flight
conditions being flown. More details of the PSC im-

plementation on the NASA F-15 are shown in Fig. 14.

Parameter Identification

The adaptive capability of the PSC algorithm is

provided by a Kalman filter estimator. TM The flight

measurements used by the Kalman filter consist of

four engine control and five engine response param-

eters. These parameters am compared with the pre-

dicted nominal engine operation and the Kalman filter

is then driven by the difference. The Kalman filter pro-

vides estimates of five component deviation parame-

ters (CDP) which represent the difference between the

predicted and actual engine performance. Ideally, the

CDPs represent changes in the (1) fan-low turbine ef-
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ficiency,(2) fanairflow,(3)compressor-highturbine
efficiency,(4)coreairflow,and(5)coreturbinearea.
In practice,however,theCDPsalsocontaintheef-
fectsof modelingerrorsandunmodeledeffectssuchas
Reynoldsnumbereffects.Performanceseekingcon-
trolasdevelopedfortheNASAF-15airplanehasbeen
constrainedto useonlythestandardsensorseton the
F100DEECengine,andcannotdifferentiateefficiency
changesbetweenthecompressionandturbinesections
of aspool.

CompactModels

To solvetheoptimizationproblem,theCDPsare
usedwiththemeasuredvariablesinasteady-statelin-
earmodelformulationof theenginetoproduceunmea-
suredengineparameters.Themodelisadjustedtothe
currentflight conditionusingbasepointtablesbased
onengineoperatingpressures.Nonlineareffectsin the
augmentorarealsocalculated.

Theexhaustnozzlemodelcalculatestheintemal
nozzleperformanceandexternalboattaildragasa
functionof engineandflightconditions.

The inlet-trim dragmodelrepresentsthe perfor-
manceof the inletfirst rampon inletpressurerecov-
ery,drag,andpitchingmoment,andalsotheassoci-
atedchangein positionof thehorizontaltail, andits
trim drag. Theinlet third rampeffectson inletdrag
andrecoveryarealsomodeled.Theinletandnozzle
modelsareassumedto notchangewithtime,andare
notupdatedbytheKalmanfilter.

Optimization

ThePSCalgorithmthenoptimizesthecombined
system,includingtheengine,nozzle,inlet,andtrim
dragfor thedesiredperformanceparameter,usinga
linearprogrammingalgorithm.Theperformanceob-
jectives(costfunctions)availableare:

1. Maximum thrust,

2. minimum fuel at constant thrust,

3. maximum engine life at constant thrust, and

4. maximum thrust at constant temperature.

Primary constraints of fan and compressor stall mar-

gin, temperature, and engine and inlet geometry form

the boundaries for the optimization.

The outputs of the optimization are the two inlet

variables; the cowl position and the third ramp posi-

tions, the nozzle area, engine fan and compressor vari-

able vane positions, core and afterburner fuel flow, fan

airflow, and fan speed. These parameters are computed

as trims to the current control inputs and are sent to the

DEEC and inlet control systems.

Predicted Performance

The predicted performance of the PSC on the

F-15 airplane was determined for subsonic flight con-

ditions, using the PSC digital simulation. Figure 15

shows the intermediate-power thrust _.mprovement

over the standard F100 EMD engine, both for the
HIDEC ADECS mode and for the PSC maximum

thrust mode. Performance seeking control offers 3-

to 10-percent more thrust increase than ADECS. Fig-

ure 16 shows the breakdown of thrust improvement at

one flight condition. The ADECS EPR uptrim repre-

sents 3 percent of the thrust increase. However, PSC

adds an additional 9 percent; 5 percent because of the

ability to optimize airflow, 1 percent each for optimiz-

ing the fan and compressor variable stator vanes, and

2 percent more for EPR uptrim to values higher than
ADECS could achieve because of the Kalman filter

adapting to the actual flight engine. Similar benefits

are available at other flight conditions.

The first phase of PSC will be limited to subsonic

conditions, where the inlet effects are not significant.

In a later phase, the inlet will be incorporated in the op-

timization, and Mach numbers up to 2.3 will be flown.

A prediction of thrust benefits at supersonic condi-

tions is shown in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b). The thrust
increase as a function of Mach number and altitude

are shown in Fig. 17(a), and the breakdown of inlet,

engine, and nozzle components of thrust are shown

in Fig. 17(b). The thrust improvements, while not as

large as those predicted for subsonic conditions, are

potentially equally significant because of the smaller

excess thrust at supersonic speeds.

Propulsion-Enhanced Flight Controls

Many multiengine airplanes can be controlled to

some degree with only the propulsion system. There

are many instances in which a total or near-total flight

control system failure has occurred, and pilots had to

use the propulsion system for flight control. With the

advent of digital controls, it may be possible to de-

velop an emergency flight control mode that uses only

the engines. Because of the inherent low bandwidth of

engines compared to flight controls, it is unlikely that

good flying qualities can be obtained, but emergency

landings may be possible. NASA Ames-Dryden is cur-



rentlyinvestigatingthedevelopmentof suchaninte-
gratedflight-propulsioncontrolmode,bothfor trans-
portandhigh-performancefighter-typeaircraft. Ex-
periencefrom thecooperativecontrol,HIDEC,and
PSCprogramswill be importantin developingthis
capability.It is anticipatedthatflightvalidationwill
alsobedesired.

TechnologyTransition

Transition of NASA propulsion control-
propulsion-flightcontrol integrationis shownin
Fig.18.TheYF-12researchbeganintheearly1970's,
flewin thelate1970's,andtheconceptswereimple-
mentedontheSR-71in 1983.TheDEECresearchbe-
ganin themid-1970's,wasflownin theearly1980's,
andwentintoproductionfortheF100-PW-220engine
in 1986.TheHIDECbeganwithstudiesin theearly
1980's,flewin themid-1980's,andisnowbeingap-
pliedto theF100-PW-229andadvancedengines.In
all threecases,theflightdemonstrationandevalua-
tionwasakeypartof thetechnologytransitionfrom
thelaboratoryto production.Flightresearchexposes
conceptstotherealworldenvironment,forcingall an-
ticipatedproblemsto beaddressed.It alsoprovides
highly-visibleandindisputableevidenceofthevalidity
of aconcept.Moreover,if aconceptpassestheflight
evaluation,thelikelihoodofgettingit intoproduction
issharplyincreased.

Concluding Remarks

Integratedpropulsion-flightcontrolanddigitalcon-
trol researchhavebeenshowntohavesignificantper-
formancebenefitsfor high performanceandsuper-
soniccruiseairplanes.TheYF-12cooperativecontrol
flightresearchconceptwasimplementedontheSR-71
fleet.Flightresearchon thedigitalelectronicengine
control(DEEC)systemon theNASAF-15airplane
ledtoproductionusein theF-15andF-16airplanes.
Morerecenthighlyintegrateddigitalelectroniccon-
trol (HIDEC)flightresearchis nowbeingappliedto
advancedengines.Theflightevaluationanddemon-
strationof thesetechnologieshavebeenakeypartin
thetransitionof theconceptsto productionandopera-
tionaluseonatimelybasis.
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